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Encyclopedia dictionary apk

Free encyclopedia with more than 330,000 definitions of encyclopedia and 24,000 + images of various authorized encyclopedias and specialized dictionaries.* Search for more than 330,000 encyclopedia articles from various sources, all industry-leading publishers.* Clear and in-depth definitions of a wide variety of topics, including history, science, art, culture and the natural
world, with extensive information on countries, prominent figures and more.*24,000+ images, including live photos, illustrations and graphics. * Over 77,000 audio pronunciations for American and British speakers in online mode.* Easy to use, full and authorized: the perfect free encyclopedia app for students, professionals, and anyone looking to learn more about the world!* Save
unlimited bookmarks.* Use native voice search to search for a word just by saying it. (With supported devices)* View recent searches.* See search suggestions as you type.* Perform advanced searches such as Start with, End with, Contains, and Played. * Adjust the font size.* Share definitions across social networks, email and text. (With compatible devices)* This is not a
preview or trial version, and there is no content blocked. Open the app and immediately access all content, no subscriptions required! How do we do it? Farlex applications have been downloaded tens of millions of times across various platforms, with the best ratings after hundreds of thousands of reviews. We work with the best publishers to gather trusted content in the most
comprehensive and authoritative dictionary applications on the market. Our flagship app is The Free Dictionary (TFD), powered by TheFreeDictionary.com. Search our other apps by searching for Dictionary by Farlex on Google Play.Page 2 FOLLOW US Encyclopedia by Farlex 2.0.3 Description Encyclopedia by Farlex (Package Name: com.farlex.encyclopedia) is developed by
TheFreeDictionary.com – Farlex and the latest version of Encyclopedia by Farlex 2.0.3 was updated on October 23, 2019. Encyclopedia by Farlex is in the category of Books and Reference. You can check out all the encyclopedia by Farlex developer apps and find 163 alternative apps in Encyclopedia by Farlex on Android. Currently this app is for free. This app can be
downloaded for Android 4.1+ on APKFab or Google Play. All APK/XAPK files are APKFab.com original and 100% secure with quick download. Free encyclopedia with over 330,000 definitions of encyclopedia and 24,000 + images from various authorized encyclopedias and specialized dictionaries.* Searches for more than 330,000 encyclopaedia articles from various sources, all
industry-leading editors.* Clear and in-depth definitions of a wide variety of topics, including history, science, art, and the natural world, with extensive information on countries, prominent figures and more.* 24,000+ images, including live photos, illustrations and graphics. * Over 77,000 audio pronunciations for both American and British speakers in online mode.* online.* Complete
and authoritative: The perfect free encyclopedia app for students, professionals and anyone looking to learn more about the world!* Save unlimited bookmarks.* Use native voice search to search for a word just by saying it. (With supported devices)* View recent searches.* See search suggestions as you type.* Perform advanced searches such as Start with, End with, Contains,
and Played. * Adjust the font size.* Share definitions across social networks, email and text. (With compatible devices)* This is not a preview or trial version, and there is no content blocked. Open the app and immediately access all content, no subscriptions required! How do we do it? Farlex applications have been downloaded tens of millions of times across various platforms,
with the best ratings after hundreds of thousands of reviews. We work with the best publishers to gather trusted content in the most comprehensive and authoritative dictionary applications on the market. Our flagship app is The Free Dictionary (TFD), powered by TheFreeDictionary.com. Find Dictionary for Farlex on Google Play. Farlex Encyclopedia 2.0.3 Update * Bug Fix Read
more Spanish dictionary Wikipedia Tutor English Vietnamese Dictionary TFlat apradioprograms 14000 Russian dictionary multitran Letters Training: Learn languages with duo músicalingo: Learn languages Free English Grammar in dictionary Odia EC 英典 Hate Dictionary Yandex.Translate – offline translator and dictionary translator : Spanish and Learn Free English Wiki
Encyclopedia – Wiki Encyclopedia gives you access to Wikipedia online , formatted for your Android mobile phone. Wikipedia's offline functionality allows you to save articles to your phone for later reading. – Upgrade to offline databases. From $3, download wiki databases of the most popular encyclopedia entries, to the entire Wikipedia encyclopedia! – Update to read
newspapers for your country: UK, USA, and 30 other countries. Keep up to date with local and international news events through your favorite online newspapers! ** Coming soon: Wiki Maps! Browse wiki articles near you on a map! ** - Save articles for offline reading! (Pro only) - The app remembers your Wikipedia language and text size preference. – The app can switch
Wikipedia.org wikitravel websites or other encyclopaedia references! – Select and copy the text. – Move the app to SD (downloaded wiki databases will be saved on your phone USB storage) – Random Wikipedia article. – View mobile or desktop version of wikipedia: the desktop version is useful for contributing to Wikipedia. -The languages currently available in the Encylopedia
are English, Dansk, Deutsch, English, Spanish, Français, Indonesia, Italiano, Lietuviu, Magyar, Nederlands, Norsk, Polski, Português, Bahasa Melayu, Cesky, Româna, Slovencina, Slovenšcina, Suomi, Svenska, , Türkçe, Volapük, Winaray, The Free Dictionary PRO gives you the power of the world fullest dictionary thesaurus, plus offline mode and no ads! Catalan, Spanish and
12 other dictionaries, all available online or offline. Translate English into more than 40 languages and access dozens of other offline translation options. In addition, all the content of the classic application, including various encyclopedias, specialized dictionaries and sources of thesaurus, all of the most trusted publishers. Play puns, read daily articles, even share your favorite
words via social networks, email and text. You can now sign in with The Free Dictionary! Sync your bookmarks across all your devices and never lose them. Plus: Keep track of your learning with neurons and badges and earn meals for hungry children through the Free Dictionary partnership with the World Food Program, just by reading and playing games! Features only available
at TheFreeDictionary PRO:* No ads. * Extensive offline content, including a more comprehensive offline English dictionary. * Ability to download extensive offline dictionaries for 13 other languages: Spanish, French, German, Italian, Chinese, Portuguese, Dutch, Norwegian, Greek, Arabic, Polish, Turkish and Russian.* Ability to download offline english translations in more than 40
languages. * Dozens of other offline translation options. NOTE: Offline content must be downloaded separately via an Internet connection to access offline mode. Plus the classic content of TheFreeDictionary's app:* Multiple English dictionaries, with extensive definitions, pronunciations, usage phrases, etymology, and more.* Advanced search options: start with, end with, and in
definition.* Multiple sources of thesaurus, with synonyms, anthonyms, related words, even images.* Multiple encyclopedias, including Columbia, Collins, even Wikipedia.* Multiple specialty dictionaries, including medical dictionaries , legal, financial, expressions, acronyms and abbreviations, and much more.* Online dictionaries in 13 other languages : Spanish, French, German,
Italian, Chinese, Portuguese, Dutch, Norwegian, Greek, Arabic, Polish, Turkish and Russian.* Translate words in English into more than 40 languages, plus dozens of other translation options. * Play audio pronunciations. * Jump to definition, thesaurus, or translations with a button. * Find the definition of any word on the page with one click.* Find words on the page. * Create
unlimited bookmarks. Sort alphabetically or chronologically.* Learn something new every day with fresh daily content, including Word of the Day, That Day in History, Date of the Day, Birthday today, and more. Even set notifications for daily delivery. * Play games, including spelling bee, match up, words within words as well as Hangman in a dozen languages Customize your
homepage: add or remove articles, games, even custom horoscope and local time in Fahrenheit or Celsius. * Browse the app in more than a dozen languages with multilingual interface.* Share your favorite definitions, encyclopedia encyclopedia and articles via Facebook, Twitter, email and text. * Adjust the font size. * Copy text (with compatible devices). * Use gestures to swipe
back and forth (with compatible devices).* Search through Android Quick Search Box, including voice-activated search (with compatible devices).* For app developers: the TheFreeDictionary.com app has the ability to be accessed by other apps with API calls (Contact Farlex for instructions on TFD access). TFD).
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